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Stallings [29] has recently shown that all finitely generated groups, of 
cohomological dimension one are free. His methods are a remarkable com- 
bination of topological and algebraic ideas. Unfortunately, they do not seem 
to generalize to infinitely generated groups. However, by using Stallings’ 
results for the finitely generated case, I have been able to solve the general 
problem. 
If R is a ring with unit which is nontrivial (i.e., R f  0), we write cd, G -g n 
if Hi(G, n/r) = 0 for all i > rz and all RG-modules M. 
THEOREM A. Let R be a nontrivial ring with unit and let G be a tovsion:fvee 
group. If cd, G << 1 tlzen G is.free. 
\Ve do not even need R to be commutative here. However, by Proposition 
3.3 below, we can immediately reduce to the case where R is a prime field. 
Throughout this paper, R will be any nontrivial ring with unit. 
I f  R = z, we write cd for cd, . Xow, cd G < co implies that G is totsion 
free ([29], 6.6). 
COROLLARY. If cd G T< 1, then G is free. 
Stallings [29] also gives an affirmative answer to a question of Serre [24] for 
the case of finitely generated groups. Using Theorem A, we can now settle 
the general case. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a torsion-free group. I f  G has a free subgroup of Jinite 
index, then G is.free. 
By Shapiro’s Lemma ([J], Prop. 7.4), we know that if H C G and cd, G 2:; TZ, 
then cdR N ,( n. This will often be used without further comment. 
I will use the categorical notation G JJA H for the free product of G and H 
with amalgamated subgroup A, but will stick to the old notation G = N and 
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G, for ordinary free products to avoid confusion if the groups happen to he 
ahelian. 
In [/8] Lyndon gives a method of constructing the first three terms of a free 
resolution of z over the group ring ZG of a group G given by generators and 
relations. In this section I will give a brief and less computational account of 
these results. The construction of the free derivatives can be generalized to a 
result on nonabelian cohomology. If  a group G acts by automorphism on a 
(not necessarily abelian) group -4, vx recall ([.?I], C’h. VII) that Zl(G, z.I) is 
defined to be the set of functions .f : C -+ =1 satisfying the cocycle condition 
,~(uT) f(u) u(f(~)). The set W(G, -!) is the quotient of Z’(G, -3) by the 
equivalence relationf N g if and only if there is an element (I E A such that 
.FAu) K’~(cT) a(a) for all D t G. 
If  S is any set, let F(S, d) be the set of all functions from S to A. If  S C G 
is a set of generators for G, it is easy to see that the restriction map 
%‘(G, ;1) +F(S, A) is injcctive. In fact the cocyck relation implies that 
,f( I) I andf(om ‘) (um’f‘(u))- I. Thusf S determinesfan the generators 
and their inverses and hence, by induction on the length of the words, on a11 
products of these. In the cast where G is free, \‘;c have a stronger result. 
Lm1lM.~ 1 .I. I f  G is a jiee group 7citll base S, then P(G, .i) --f F(S, _ I) is 
hijrctize. 
Proof. 6.e define an inverse map. Let f  : S -+ &-I. Set .f( 1) ~~ I and 
~(CJ ‘) = (o-If(u))-' for o ES. For each sequence 0, ,,.., (T,> where each 
u, :: s u 11; u s-‘, define .f(q ,..., a,,) f(ul -..., o,~-~) o1 ... o,, ml(f(a,)). 
Then .f satisfies 
f(q ,...> u,,, , 71 >."> T,,) = f(Gl >..., CJ,,,) 01 *** avLf(T1 ?...> ~,J). (1) 
\\:e ciaim that f (ul ,..., u,) depends only on the product g1 . (T,! . Since G is 
free on S, it will suffice to show thatf(a, ,..., u,j is unchanged by the insertion 
or deletion of terms I or 0, u-1 or u-10. L;sing (1) to isolate the offending terms, 
e.g. .f( “1 ,..., u,. > 0, u-l, or+1 ,..‘, a,,) 
= f(ul ,...) u,) * CT1 .. ur.f(u, u-1) * u1 *a. 4,uu+f(u,,~l ,...) CTJ, 
this reduces to showingf(1) -- .f(u, u-l) = f(up’, u) = 1 which is clear from 
the definition. Setf(u, ,..., uT1) = g(u). It follows from (1) that R is a cocyclc. 
The mapF(S, 4) + Z1(G, A) byf-t 6 is clearly an inverse for the restriction 
map. 
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Remark. If  G is defined by a set of generators S with relations R, == 1, 
it is easy to see that Z1(G, M) maps onto the subset of F(S, M) consisting of 
thosefsuch that the extendedfjust defined satisfiesf(RJ :: 1 for all a. 
C‘OROLLARY 1.2. IfGisfree andh : .4 ---k B is a surjective G-homomorphism, 
11, : H1(G, A) - H1(G, B) is also surjectire. 
In fact, F(S, A) --f F(S, B) is clearlv surjective and therefore so is 
Z’(G, A) + Z1(G, B). 
I f  ,g and B are abelian, the assertion of Corollary I .2 is easily seen to be 
equivalent to the assertion cd G < 1. The more general assertion of Corollary 
1.2 is considerably stronger than this (but is, of course, equivalent to it by 
Theorem A). In fact, this assertion trivially implies that G is free. \\‘e mcrcly 
map a free group F onto G. Let G act trivially on F and G. Then H1(G, F) is 
the set of homomorphisms of G into F modulo inner automorphisms of F and 
similarly for W(G, G). Thus we can lift the identity map G + G to a -map 
G ----F F which identifies G with a subgroup of F. 
Sow let F be free on a set of generators {x,,). Let G act on RG by left 
multiplication, R being a commutative ring with unit. By Lemma 1.1, tjhere 
is a unique cocycle D, : G - RG such that &Q = 0 for /3 # 3 and Drxa = 1. 
l’his D,, is denoted by a/as, It is trivial to check that D(X) _m ,Y -~ I for 
T F G is also a cocycle. Lemma 1. I shows that 
since both sides are cocycles and they agree on the base {a,]. 
For any group G, we let 1, = I(G) d enote the kernel of the augmentation 
E: RG-tR. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If  F is free on (xn] then I, as a left ideal of RF is a free 
module with base x, - 1. 
Proof. Let M be RF-free on a base e,\ . Map fi3-t I, by e, H X, - 1 and 
I, - M by .Y - 1 H C (&C/&V,) e, . Using (2) these maps are easily seen to be 
inverse isomorphisms. 
The application of the free differential calculus to the construction of a 
resolution is given by the following result. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let F be free on {WY%). Let G = F/N where N <i F. Then 
there is an exact sequence of ZG-modules 
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where X is ZG-free on a base e, , 8e, = x, - 1, and 0 is given by 
(4) 
where ii denotes n mod[N, N] and 7 is the canonical map ZF ---f ZG induced by 
the quotient map F---f G. 
The action of G on N/[N, N] is, of course, given by (T . n = 7717-l where 
T E F, T H u. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
where the vertical arrows are inclusions. Taking homology with respect to N 
and using H,(N, &V) =: 0 = H,(N, ZF), we get 
(5) 
0 -> H&L’, 2) ---+IJI,I,----G----tZ-O. - 
By Proposition 1.3, IF is free over ZF on {xU - l}. Therefore X = I,/I,I, 
is ZG free on the images e, of the x, - 1. Now (5) gives the exact sequence 
Now ([J], p. 190 (7)), N/[N, N] m IN/IN2 by n tt n - 1 mod IN2. This gives 
the required sequence and (4) follows immediately from (2). 
COROLLARY 1.5. If  R is any commutative ring, we have an exact sequence 
and R 0, X is RG free with base {e,j. 
This follows from the fact that 3, ZG, and X are &free so (3) splits over z. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.4 we get the resolution given by Lyndon 
([la], $5). Let {RB EF} be a set of defining relations for G. Then N is the 
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normal closure in F of the subgroup generated by the R, . Therefore N/[N, N] 
is generated as a ZG-module by the ED . Therefore we have an exact sequence 
E-%Y~4G-7-4, _’ (7) 
where I- is a free ZG-module on a base ei and 8ei = C ~(3R,/Bx,) e, . ‘The 
kernel of % : T? ---f X is generated by the “relations between the relations,” 
i.e., the relations which must be imposed on the e; to give a presentation of 
:V/[-V, A;] in terms of the generators E,. Bv tensoring (7) with R, we get a _ 
similar resolution for R over RG. 
iV;e conclude this section by recalling a converse to Proposition 1.3 g:iven 
in [li]. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. (Bass-Nakayama): Let R be a nontrivial commutative 
ring. Let G be a group and S a subset of G such that I, is RG-free on the base 
(CJ - l> for o E S. Then G is a free poup with base S. 
Since [6] is now out of print, I will give a proof here. We begin with slome 
general remarks. 
Let H be a subgroup of G and let G/H be the set of left cosets of H in G. 
Lt% R[G/H] be the free R-module on G/H and let h : RG ---f R[G/Hj by 
40) g mod H for 0 E G. W:e obtain R[G/H] from RG by identifying oh 
with 0 for all (J E G, k t E-I. Since IH is R-free on the elements h - 1 for 
h E II, h # 1, we see that ker E = RG * IH , i.e., 
O-+RG.I,+RG-tR[G/H]+O. (8) 
Sotc also that E : RG --f R induces E : R[G/II] ---f R by sending all elements 
of G/U to 1. 
15-c now turn to the proof of Proposition 1.6. Let N be the subgroup of G 
generated by S. The hypothesis implies ZG * 1, = I, . Thus E : R[G/H] ---* R 
is an isomorphism. Therefore H = G, i.e., S generates G. Kow let F be free 
on e,; , u E S. The map F + G by e, --L Q identifies G with a quotient FIN. 
In (5), the map 8 : X + 1, C RG sends the generators err of 9 onto the free 
generators u -- 1 of 1,. Thus 8 : X ZY 1, so R @ N/[N, N] = 0 by (5). 
But N is free so N/[N, N] is free abelian. Since R is nontrivial, A’/[lV, N] = 0 
and so A’ = (I}. 
Remark 1.7. This argument also shows that if S is a subset of G and ,r, is 
generated as a left ideal by the elements D -.-. I,0 E S, then G is generated by S. 
2. MAYER-VIETORIS SEQUENCE 
In ([18], 96), Lyndon gives without proof some results which imply the 
existence of a Mayer-Vietoris sequence for a free product with amalgamation. 
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Since this sequence plays a vital role in the proof of Theorem A, I will supply 
proofs for these results here. A Mayer-Vietoris sequence was obtained 
topologically by Stallings [27] but only for the case where the groups act 
trivially on the coefficient module. 
Let A be a subgroup of a group G. Let 
be a projective resolution of R over X.4. Tensoring (9) with RG over RA 
gives a projective resolution 
for R[G/d] over RG. I will denote the resolutions (9) and (10) by X and X’ 
respectively. I f  M is an RG-module, Hom,,(X’, M) == Horn&X, M) so 
W(Hom &X’, M)) == W(A, M). 
Since E : RG - + R factors as RG ~~ l R[G,IA] --+ R, we can obtain R from RG 
by factoring out an ideal containing the image of Xi, Choosing generators, 
we can find a free RG-module I’; and a map Yi - RG so that 
is exact. VV’e can now find a free 1-i so that Ya CJ Sk maps onto the kernel 
in (11). Continuing in this way, we arrive at a resolution for R over RG of the 
shape 
. . . --j y; ---f ,-; 
...---,s;-+Ls; -m---f RG --•t R --+ 0. 
I will denote this resolution by I’. I f  M is any RG-module, restriction to -V’ 
gives a natural map Hom,,( Y, 1W) --, Horn&X’, M) = Hom,,(X, M).This 
leads to a map of cohomological 6 functors H*(G, 112) -> NL(4, M). In 
dimension 0 this is easily verified to be the inclusion iMA + MC. By the 
universal property ([9], 2.2, 2.3), WC see that this map must be the usual 
restriction map, ([22], Ch. VII, $5). 
Remark. We can obtain a standard resolution of the form (12) by taking 
the standard resolution Y ([3], Ch. S, 94) for G, letting S’ be the subcomplex 
spanned by all [ur ,..., u,,] with all (ii E ,4, and letting Y’ be spanned by all 
[ur ,..., o,,] with at least one @i $ -4. 
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Suppose now that A is also a subgroup of a group H. Repeating the above 
construction gives a resolution Z for R over RN of the form 
(13) 
Here X” = RN ORA X. 
Sow let K = G JJA H be the free product of G and 11 with d amal- 
gamated. Tensoring (12) and (I 3) with RK over RG and RH respectively 
gives us resolutions 
and 
. . . + x2 -+ A$+, ----f RK -----f R[K/H] --- 0 
which I will denote by 17 and 2 respectively. Note that in each case 
fi mmm RK cgRa X is the same. As above, if M is an RK-module, we have 
Horn& I?, 1212) = Horn& I’, *la), Horn&z, M) -== HomRH(Z, ;I[), and 
Horn&x, IV) = Horn&X, ilZ). 
I%ow map ,%= into r’ @ L? by sending x to (2, -.x) and define IV to be the 
cokernel 
Then W is obtained by identifying the two copies of 8 in P :‘> 2 and so is 
of the shape 
--& P‘, --* ‘t’; 
\&p\ 
.‘.-,X,--,~~~---RK--R---,0 
/i/;-l/ 
(17) 
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I claim that II’ is a free resolution of R over RK. The sequence (16) leads to a 
bIayer-S?etoris sequence 
0-e -+ HI( Fy c;l H,(Z) -+ IfI( W) ---f H”(X) --t H,(P) @ H,,(Z) - H,,(W) -+ 0. 
This shows that H,(W) : 0 for II :: 2 and 
0 --f H,( TI’) -+ R[K,‘A] - R[K/G] ‘3 R[Kjlf] ---f Ef,,( W) + 0. (1s) 
To show that ri,( IV) cmm~ 0 and If(,( LI’) R, we need the following lemma 
LEMMA 2. I. The sequence 
0 + R[K/‘A] --+ R[KjG] g: R[K,‘H] --f R -+ 0 
is exact. 
I’roqf. Choose a presentation for .1 with generators a, and relations 
R,, =: 1. Enlarge this to a presentation for G with generators a, and gB with 
relations R,, := I and S,, ~~ I. Similarly, we get a presentation for I1 with 
generators a, and 11;. \\ith relations R,, m: I and T,,, 1. 
Apply the free differential calculus to these presentations as in Section 1. 
This gives part of a resolution for G of exactly the form (12) and one for lI 
of the form (13). Kow K is presented with generators n, , ,Y,~ , h.,, and relations 
R,, = 1, S,, = 1, T,,, == 1. The free differential calculus gives part of a 
resolution W of exactly the form (17) and the maps are induced by those in 
(12) and (I 3). Since the sequence resulting from the application of the free 
differential calculus is automatically exact, this particular IV has H,(W) = 0 
and H,,(W) = R. Substitution in (IS) now yields the required result. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The comnp1e.r W is a free resolution for R over Rk-. 
This resolution is exactly the one obtained by Lyndon ([ZS], $6) in matrix 
form. 
Now let 112 be an RR-module. Apply Horn,& - , M) to (16). This gives an 
exact sequence 
0 ---f Horn&W, M) ---f Horn&Y, M) 0 Horn&Z, M) 
+ Horn&X, M) --, 0 (19) 
using the identifications observed above. Taking the exact cohomology 
sequence now yields the main result of this section. A similar result for 
homology is obtained by applying -BRG M to (16). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A7 == G JJA H be a free product with amalgamated 
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subgroup A. Let M be any RK-module. Then there are exact Xayer-Vil?toris 
sequences 
. . . + Ifn(K, M) = H”(G, M) @ II”(H, M) zs.-res)+ H”(A, M) 
5 Hn+‘(K, M) --f ..a 
and 
... --f H&J, M) (cor*-cor)+ H,(G, M) e; H,(H, M) =‘@+ H,,(K, .M) 
-a, H,-,(A, M) + ... , 
These are, of course, natural in all reasonable senses. 
3. A REMARK ON STALLING? RESULT 
The purpose of this section is to point out that Stallings’ proof [29] of his 
‘Theorem 0.3 actually yields a somewhat stronger result. 
We begin by pointing out some consequences of the condition cdR G < n. 
The proofs of 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 are arranged so that they apply even to non- 
commutative rings. 
LEMMA 3.1. If  R + R” is a rin,g homomorphism and cd, G I, n, then 
cdR, G < n. 
This is immediate since any R’G-module can be regarded as an RG-module. 
LEMMA 3.2. If  R f  0 is a ring with unit, then at least one of the <rings 
& (5~~ R and zD & R = R/pR (for primep) is nontrivial. 
Proof. I f  Q &R = 0, the additive group of R is a torsion group. 
Therefore n -1 = 0 for some integer n f  0. I f  R/pR = 0 for all p, the 
additive group of R is divisible. I f  x E R, we can write x = ny for some y. 
Thus x = ny = (n . 1) y  = Oy = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If  cd, G < n for some nontrivial ring R with unit, then 
cd, G < n for some prime field K. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, there is a prime field K with R’ = K &R Z# 0. 
By Lemma 3.1, cd,, G < n. Since R’ has a unit 1 # 0, we can identify K 
with K . 1 C R’ and write R’ = K @ V as a K-module. If  112 is a KG-module, 
R’ OK M is an R/G-module so Hi(G, R’ @JKiVI) = 0 for i > n. But 
R’ OK M = M @ V OK M as a KG-module so Hi(G, M) = 0 for i > n. 
We now give a slight generalization of Stallings’ theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be a nontrivial ring with unit. Let G he a finite& 
generated torsion-free group. If  cd, G < 1, then G is free. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, there is a field K with cd, G 1. As in 
([29], 6.4) we see that the kernel of E : KG + K is finitely generated and 
projective. Then, just as in ([2Y], 6.7) WC: shovv that Hr(G, KG) y  0. If  lv1-e 
had the same result with K replaced b\- zL , the argument of ([29], 6.8) could 
be applied to show that 4; is free. There are two other points to be noted. 
First, it is unnecessary to show that G is almost finitely presented because of 
Bergman’s result [2]. Second, we need G to he torsion free. This does not 
follow from cd, C ,:.: 1 and so must be assumed. Therefore, all that remains 
is to verify the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.5. If  G is any finitely generated RYOU~, then dim, H’(G, KG) is 
the same for all fields K. 
Proof. This follows from the topological interpretation of this dimension 
as e - 1 where e is the number of ends of G [26]. Here is an algebraic version 
of this proof. Choose a finite set of generators g1 ,..., oi, for G. If  A is a subset 
of G, a path in 9 from x toy will mean a sequence .vr ,..., .Y~ E d with x1 em:- X, 
3,. ~: y  such that micl = S&L , E, ::- +l for each i =: I,..., r --- 1. Write 
.v wA y  if such a path exists. This is an equivalence relation. Its equivalence 
classes are called the components of &-I. I f  5’ is a finite subset of G, and 
.X t G -~ S, \ve can join x to I by a path ,~r ,..., x,. in G. If  it meets S, Ict i be 
minimal with X, j r t S. Then sr ,..., X, is a path in G S. It follows that 
G - S has a finite number of components determined by 1 and some of the 
elements SD:‘, s E S. Let G :-= (8, , sz ,... f .  I,et S,, . I f  S,, is defined let 
S:,,, m-L S,, u (s,!-r} and let Snfl be the union of Sag+, with all finite com- 
ponents of G -- S:,,, The S, are finite, S,, C Sriil , and G ~~~ u S,, . Let C,, 
be the set of components of G ~ S,, . Each component of G S!L,l lies in a 
unique component of G ~- S,, . This defines a map C, +r --, C,, which is onto 
since all components of G - S,, are infinite. We can now define the space of 
ends of G to be I@ C,, , a compact totally disconnected space. However, 
we will instead proceed algebraically. 
As in ([29], $3), let F be the set of functions from G to R with G acting 1~1 
of. (x) ~ f(,~). I,et di C F consist of all functions with f(x) m= 0 for almost 
all x (i.e., all but a finite number). Since F = Homz(ZG, R), we have 
Hl(G,F) _ W({l}, R) -.-m 0 by Sh a iro’s p lemma ([3], Ch. X, Prop. 7.4) 
cf ([29], $3). Therefore, the cohomology sequence of 0 + di + F --f F/Q --f 0 
gives 
O+QG+R+E(G, R)+W(G, RG)+O P-0) 
where E(G, R) z (F/Q)“. Note @ G = R if G is finite and otherwise QG mmz 0. 
By (20), it will suffice to show dim, E(G, K) is independent of K. This follows 
immediately from the next lemma (cf [26]). 
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LEMMA 3.6. E(G, R) R /& E(G, z) and E(G, z) is free abelian of 
rnnk -< N, . 
Proof. Let E,(G, R) be the set of functions from C,, to R. The surjection 
C’,, , 1 ---f C, defines a map R,,(G, R) ----f E,, , ,(G, R) which is a monomorphism 
onto a direct summand. Kow B(G, K) II/@ where His the set of functionsf 
from G to R with f(xu) -f(.~) ~ 0 f  01 a most - 1 all s for each 0 E G. It is 
sufficient to require this onlv for o = c1 ,..., 
yrc : E,(G, R) + E(G, R) bi sendingf tof’ 
o,( since these generate G. Define 
wheref’(x) = f(c) if x lies in the 
component c of G ~ S,, and f’(x) -= 0 if x E S,, , This is well-defined and 
gives a map p : 1% E,,(G, R) -+ E(G, R). [ f  f~ E(G, R), then f(xuy) = f(x) 
for all v  and all s t G - S with S finite. I:or large n, SC S,, . Thus f  is 
constant on the components of G ~ S,, . Therefore p is onto. IffE E,(G, R) 
and I, 0, then f’(x) : 0 for s E G ~ S with S finite. For larg: m, 
SC S,,, . Thus f’ ---, 0 in B,,,(G, R) so v  is injective. Kow E,,(G, A!) mz 
R :T,t R,,(G, 3) trivially. Taking limits gives E(G, R) ~mm R @ E(G, z). Also 
E,,,,(G, z) := EJG, z) G -I-,, where S,, is finitely generated free abelian. 
(Yearly E(G, z) ~~~ JJ S, . 
COROLLARY 3.7. H’(G, RG) = R $j& H’(G, ZG) and HI(G, ZG) is free 
abelian of rank ‘r X, . 
Proof. This is trivial if G is finite since then H1(G, RG) m= 0. 
Assume G is infinite. Then C,, ~2 o for all n. Let c E I@ c‘,, so 
c y  (r,,), c,, E CT, , c,,q ~+ c,, . Define EJG, R) + R by evaluation at c,! . 
These maps define a map E(G, R) p: 1% E,,(G, R) -* i which is clearly a 
left inverse for R + E(G, R). Therefore, by (20), we have an isomorphism 
E(G, R) 2 R @# H’(G, RG) which is natural in R. Therefore it follows from 
Lemma 3.6 that HI(G, %G) is free abelian of rank ..T X, . The first statement 
follows from the diagram 
R & z --+ R &I E(G, Z) -----f R @ja H’(G, ZG) -----f 0 
1 1 1 
R ----L E(G, R) ----) H’(G, RG) - 0. 
4. SOME ELEMENTARY LEMMAS 
In this section we collect a few simple results which will be useful in 
Sections 5 and 7. As usual R will be any nontrivial commutative ring with 
unit. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then there are natural iso- 
morphisms W”( G, M) = Ext&(R, M), N”(H, -;z’r) a Ext&(R[G/H],M) where 
G/H is the space of left cosets. Ckder these isomorphisms, the restriction map 
res: IP(G, AZ) + H”(H, M) corresponds to the map 
Ext;,(R, M) --f E&(R[G/H], 111) 
induced by the map E : R[G/H] --f R sending all elements of G/H to I. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the universal property ([9], 2.2, 2.3) 
[ZO]. In fact H”(H, M) and Ext&(R[G/H], M) are cohomological S-functors 
on the category of KG-modules. Clearly 
iP(H, M) ==. ill’ * Hom,,(R[G/H], M). 
Therefore the &functors are isomorphic. The map induced by E is a map of 
6 functors which in dimension 0 is given by MC C MH. Therefore, it must 
coincide with the restriction map ([22], Ch. VII, $5). 
As usual, we denote IH the augmentation ideal ker[c : RH-+ R]. 
LEMn,r,l 4.2. Let If  be an injkitesubgroup of agroup G. Let J L RGIx C RG. 
The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) res : H1(G, RG) --f IP(H, RG) is a monomorphism. 
(b) The map H om&lo , RG) --f H om& J, RG) induced by the inclusion 
JCI, 9 is a monomorphism. 
(c) Hom,,(jro/J, RG) .= 0. 
Proof. It is clear that b and c are equivalent by the left exactness of Horn 
and the sequence 0 -+ J -> 1, + 1,/J - 0. Consider now the diagram with 
exact rows 
0 - J -----+ RG ---f R[G/H] ---j 0 
f[  1:. lc (21) 
O-Io---fRG---p R ------f 0. 
Since H is infinite, Hom,,(R[G/H], RG) = (RG)H == 0 and 
Horn&R, RG) = (RG)G 7 0. 
Applying Ext&- , RG) to (21) thus gives 
0 -----* RG -- Horn,&, RG) - Ext;,(R[G/H], RG) - 0 
t= t 
z* 
t 
c* 
0 ----f RG -+ Horn&-I,, RG) --+ Ext;,(R, RG) - 0. (22) 
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Thus i* is a monomorphism if and only if E* is. Use Lemma 4.1 to identify E* 
with res. 
LEMMA 4.3. If  II is a subgroup of G and I is any left ideal of RH, then 
RG lsjRH I - RGI is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since RG is free and therefore flat as a right RH-module, applying 
RG l$nx to O+I+RH gives 0 - RG @lRH I --z RG with image RGI. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let G be a finitely generated free group and H a finitely 
generated subgroup of G. Let J -=-= RGI, . Then the map 
Hom,,(IG , RG) --z Hom,,( J, RG), 
induced by the inclusion J C I, , is not an isomorphism unless H = G. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.3, In is free and finitely generated as an RH- 
module. Therefore, by Lemma 4.3, the same is true of J as an RG-module. 
Also I, is free and finitely generated as an RG-module. If  
HomdI~, RG) - Horn&J, RG) 
is an isomorphism, we apply Hom,,(- , RG) to it. As in ([29], 6.1, 6.2) this 
produces the original map J - I, which is therefore an isomorphism, i.e., 
J = I,. Now RGI J = R[G/H] so E : R[G/II] + R = RG/Io is an iso- 
morphism. This shows that GIH can onlv have one clement. 
LE~IA 4.5. Let H C R be subgroups of a group G. If  
res : H’(G, AtZ) + H’(H, il2) 
is surj’ective for all RG-modules M, then res : HI(K, N) + H1(H, N) is 
surjectiee for all RK-modules A’. 
Proof. Let M = Hom,,(RG, IV) with G acting by uf * (x) =L f’(m). 
Define RK-homomorphisms Y : ni + 122, p : M + N by v(n) * (x) = XIZ and 
p(f) = f(1). Then PV = l,v so M ,a N ‘3 X’ as an RK-module. Since M 
is an RG-module, the composition H’(G, M) + H’(K, M) + H’(Irl, M) is 
surjective and therefore so is H’(K, M) + H1(H, M) but this is the direct sum 
of HI(K, N) - Hl(H, W) and HI(K, N’) - Hl(H, N’) so these maps must 
also be surjective. 
LEMMA 4.6. If  H is a subgroup of a group G, the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(a) res : IIi( G, M) + H1( H, M) is surjective for all RG-modules ,Vr. 
(b) J = RGI, is a direct summand of IG . 
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Proof. Consider the diagram (21). Applying ExtiC(- , IlI) to it gives 
where WC have used Lemma 4.1 to identifv ci with KS. If  J is a direct 
summand of Jo, then i* is clearly onto and hence so is rcs. If  res is onto, 
then so is i*. Applying this to M - J shows that I J ~~ i*(f) so f  : Ic + J is a 
retraction of I, on J. 
5. A RELATIVE \‘EHSIOK OF STALLIISGS’ THEOHERI 
As usual R will be a nontrivial commutative ring M ith unit. I f  G is a finite11 
generated torsion free group and Hr(G, RG) + 0, it follows from Corollary 
3.7 that U’(G, &G) f  0. Therefore, I~!- Stallings’ main theorem ([29], 0.1) 
with Bergman’s improvement [2], G is either z or a nontrivial free product. 
Using this, I will prove the following relative version of this theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a jifinitely generated torsion free group und let H 
be a subgroup of G. If  res : Ifl(G, RG) --z W(H, KG) is not a monomorphism, 
then H is contained in a proper free factor of G. 
In other words, there is a free product decomposition G =_ Gr . G, with 
If  C G, and G, -;L G. 
Proof. Since is countable and torsion free, it can be embedded in a finitely 
generated torsion free group H, [/2]. Th ere is a very simple embedding in a 
3 generator group obtained by taking a free product of EI with a free group 
and then forming a free product, amalgamating a subgroup, with another 
free group ([II], 920). Let K m-m HI :/ z x z and let 1, = G JJH K be the 
free product of G and K with the amalgamated subgroup f f .  Then L is torsion 
free since G and K are ([/7], p. 32) [21] and L is finitely generated. 
Since RL is fret as an RG-module, we can write RL =y RG @ X. The map 
W(G, RL) -b HI(H, RL) is thus the direct sum of W(G, RG) -+ W(H,RG) 
and W(G, S)+ HI(H, X). Since the first of these is not a monomorphism 
by hypothesis, neither is W(G, RL) + Nr(II, RL). By Theorem 2.3, wehave 
an exact sequence 
W(L, RL) + II’(G, RL) (-;, W(IC, RI,) - H’(H, RL). (24) 
Let a E IP(G, RL) be a nonzero element with zero image in EF(H,RL). 
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The element (a, 0) in the middle term of (24) is nonzero but has zero image 
in Hl(H, RL), so the exactness of (24) s ows that N1(L, RL) f  0. By Stallings’ h 
theorem we see that either L = z or a nontrivial free product. Since 
8 x 3 C KC L, the case L = 3 is impossible. Therefore L = L, *L, with 
L, , L, f  1. By the Kurog subgroup theorem [1][17][19], KCL is the fret 
product of a free group F and of subgroups of the form K n uZ+,o-‘, v  = 1 
or 2. But K = II1 x z x z is a nontrivial direct product and hence is freely 
indecomposable ([Z], Folg. 4). Therefore either K = F or K = K n uL,u-l for 
some u E G, v  = 1 or 2. But z x z C k’ so K = F is impossible. Therefore, 
k’ C oL,,o-’ for some ~7, V, say for v  = 1. Applying the inner automorphism 
.w - UXU-~ to L shows that L = uL,u-l ,-. uLL,upl. Therefore, if we replace L, 
by uLL,u-~’ we have L = L, + L, and KC L, . Now G CL so by ([Z], p. 395(b)] 
([25], 92.2.2, Satz 8*), G, == G n L, is a free factor of G. Clearly, H C G, . 
I f  G, is not a proper free factor of G, then G, -= G so G, K CL, but G and K 
generate Z,. Thus we would have L, q = L, contradicting the choice of 
I, -~ I,, + Z,, as a nontrivial free factorization. 
LTsing Lemma 4.2 we can reformulate this theorem as follows. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let G be a finitely generated torsion free group and let H 
be a subgroup of G which is not contained in any proper free ,factor of G. Let 
J :~ RGI, . Then the map Horn&I, , RG) ---f Horn&J, RG), induced by the 
inclusion J C IG , is a monomorphism. 
Note that H must be infinite otherwise II == { l> which is certainly a proper 
free factor if G f  (1). 
Using Lemma 4.4 we get the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let G be a finitely generated free group. Let H be a finitely 
generated proper subgroup of G which is not contained in any proper free factor 
of G. Let J = RGI, . Then the map Hom,,(Ic , RG) + Horn&J, RG), 
induced by the inclusion J C Ic , is a monomorphism but not an epimorphism. 
6. THE COUNTABLE CASE 
We now prove Theorem A under the additional hypothesis that G is 
countable. By Theorem 3.4, G is locally free. If  G is countable but not free, 
it follows from a theorem of G. Higman ([IO], Th. 1) that there is an ascending 
sequence of subgroups {l} f  G, C G, C ... such that each inclusion is proper, 
each G, is free and finitely generated, and no G, lies in any proper free factor 
of G,,,~l . By replacing G by v  G, , it will suffice to obtain a contradiction 
under the additional assumption that G == u G,, . Let Jn = RGI, . A:; in 
the proof of Lemma 4.4, it follows from Proposition I .3 and Lemma’4.3 t-hat 
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Jn is a free, finitely generated RG-module. Since G = u G, , I, ~= u J,? 
We can now define a resolution for R over RG. Let J = u Jn be the direct 
sum of the Jn . Then J is free and we can define a resolution by 
O+ J% JARG-tR--+O, (25) 
where 0 j Jn is the inclusion J,c C RG and $ is defined by $(a,) = (6,) where 
b,, :~m a, ~ i(a+i) where a?, is the J,-component of (a,), a, = 0, and i is the 
inclusion Jn C Jnil . It is trivial to verify the exactness of (25). 
Remark. Since we have not yet used the condition that G, is not contained 
in a free factor of G, ,i , the argument just given shows that if G is any 
countable locally free group, then cd G :< 2. 
If  M is any RG-module, we can calculate W(G, M) using (25). I f  
u E Horn&J, M) ~~~ n Horn&J,, , AZ), let 21,: be its component in 
Hom,,(J,, , M). The map Horn&$, 53) sends e into u where u,, 
OL’,, ~ q$~~+~) and p : HomRc(Jnil, AZ) + Horn& Jr! , M) is induced by the 
inclusion J,z C J,i, i . Since cd, G I, fZ’(G, M) 0. Therefore, any 
sequence u, E Horn& Jr! , M) can bc expressed in the form ZI, v,~ ~~ p)(c), +i) 
where z’,, E Hom,,(J,, , AI). 
i\‘e now apply this to the cast .‘i1 J. Since J,, is finitely gener- 
ated the functor Horn& Jr? , --) prcscr-ves direct sums. Therefore, 
IHom,,(J,, , J) : u Iiom,,(J,, , Jo. I f  rn t Hom,,( J, , J), let v,,,, be the 
component of zn in 1-I0rn,,(J,~ , J,), Note that for each n, c,,,~ ~~ 0 for 
almost all i. I f  u,, = z’, - q(~+,), projecting on the ith summand shows 
that u,,~ == a7i,i -- q(eni,,i). 
Choose u to be the identity map of J. Then u,, is the inclusion JTI C J so 
%i = 0 for i f  n and u,,,,, is the identity map 1 il of Jn . Let u,, = v, --- ~(z~~~+i). 
Choose i so large that ~i,~ -= 0. Let zu,, =- v:71,i E Horn& Jn , Ji). Then 
q = 0, zu, - y(zun+i) ::: 0 for n # i and 1 i for n =m: i. 
The fact that G,, is not contained in a proper free factor of G, ,i now 
permits us to apply Corollary 5.3. This shows that 
is a monomorphism but not an epimorphism. Since Jo,+] and RGn+llcn are 
finitely generated, HomRG,+l(loGn+l , --) and HomRon+l(RG,+llcn, -) pre- 
serve direct sums. Since RG is a free RG,+,-module, we see that 
HomRG,+l(Io,+, , RG) -+ HomRG,+,(RGn+lJG, , RG) is a monomorphism but 
not an epimorphism. For any R(=,+,-module M, we have 
HomR,n+l(M, RG) = HomdRG ORG,,+~ M, RG). 
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By Lemma 4.3, RG eRG n+1 1, ?i+1 = Jn+i and 
RG ORG,.+~ (RG+,k,) = RG ORG,,, Wn+l @RC, -IG) 
= RG ORG, JG,, = Jn . 
We conclude that Hom,,( J,z+l , RG) + HOmRG(Jn , RG) is a mono- 
morphism but not an epimorphism. Therefore, the same is true of 
9) : HomRdJn~l , Ii) - HomRd/, , Ji) since J1 is free, finitely generated 
and nonzero. 
Now, for ?z < i, we have zurA - ~,(zv,~-~) = 0. If  w, f  0 for some n z$ i, let IZ 
bc the least such value. Then n :, 1 since U+ : 0. But ZU,-~ - ~(z.u~) -= 0 
since n - 1 < i, and zc,-r = 0. Since pj is a monomorphism we get w’, == 0, 
a contradiction. Thus ZL’,, = 0 for n :., i. Since w, - v(wi+i) = 1 i and 
U;~ =- 0, we see that 1 i r=- v(f) where f  E Hom,,( Ji~,l , J?). In other words, 
J : JI+l ---f J, and f  1 J1 = 1 i . This shows that Ji is a direct summand of Jltl 
but this implies that v  : HomR,(Ji+r , J,) --f Horn&J, , J2) is onto. This is 
the required contradiction. 
7. SPLITTING CRITERIA 
In this section we give some sufficient conditions for a subgroup of a free 
group to be a free factor. It would be interesting to know whether the 
countability hypothesis in Theorem 7.3 can be dropped. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let G be a free poup and H a$nitely generated subgroup o,f G. 
If res : HI(G, rU) ---f HI(H, Iif) is surjective fov all RG-modules M, then H is a 
free factor of G. 
Proof. By expressing the generators of H in terms of a base B for G, 
we find a finite subset B, of B such that H is contained in the subgroup Gr 
generated by B, . Clearly G = G, i- G, where G, is generated by B - B, . 
This argument is used by Higman in [IO]. It will clearly suffice to show that H 
is a free factor of G, . By Lemma 4.5, the hypothesis on G and His inherited 
by H C Gi . Therefore, it will suffice to prove the theorem under the addi- 
tional hypothesis that G is finitely generated. We now use induction on the 
number of generators of G. If  H lies in a proper free factor G, of G, then 
G == G, * G, , G, f  1. By abelianizing, we see that Gr has fewer generators 
than G. As above, the hypothesis is inherited by H C Gi . Therefore N will 
be a free factor of Gr and hence of G. Thus we can also assume that H is not 
contained in any proper free factor of G. 
Let J = RGIH . By Lemma 4.6, J is a direct summand of I,. Therefore 
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Horn&Z, , RG) -+ Hom,,(J, KG) is onto. This will contradict Corollary 5.3 
if ZZ is a proper subgroup of G. Thus II G and so is trivially a free factor. 
\I’c now improve this by showing II need only be countable. 
I’ROPOSITlOFi 7.2. Let G be a free group and H a countable subgrou$ of G. 
fJ res : H’(G, AT)+ H’(H, M) is rwjectiw fey all RG-modules M, then II 
is a fwefuctor of G. 
Proof. As in Lemma 7.1, Ei is contained in a countable free factor of G 
and wt can reduce to the case that G is countable. Let F be a free group on 
2 generators. Since [F, F] is free on x,, generators, we can identify H with a 
subgroup of F. Let K = G JJHF be the free product of G and F with II 
amalgamated. Since G, F, and fl are free, they have cd < 1. Let Yl;1/1 be any 
MC-module. By Theorem 2.3 we have an exact sequence 
If 71 ,I 3 both ends are zero so H”(K, Air) := 0. For ?E m:: 2, we have the 
exact sequence 
The right hand term is 0. Since fP(G, .lI) ~--t fI’(H, M) is onto by hypothesis, 
it follo\\s that W(K, AZ) =- 0. Th erefore cd, K :. 1. Since K is torsion free 
(171 [_7Z] and countable, it follows from the countable case of Theorem A, 
which we proved in 96, that K is free. 
By ‘l’hcorem 2.3, if M is any KC-module, we have the exact sequcncc 
If ‘(I~, M) ~ ‘res*res?+ ll’(G, $f) ‘j [{I(& &f) ????!?, fl’(fi, J/Z). (26) 
Let IL be any element of fZ’(F, ill). Since res : FZ’(G, AT)-+ tll(ZZ, AZ) is 
onto b;; hypothesis, we can find c E WL(G, nZ) such that rcs ~1 2 rcs U. 
Thus (v, U) has zero image in H’(ZZ, AZ), so by the exactness of (26), 
there is an element CL’ E Hl(K, IlZ) with image (z’, u). Therefore, 
res : W(K, M) --z H’(F, M) is onto. Since F is finitely generated and Kis 
free, Lemma 7.1 shows that F is a free factor of K. By ([I], p. 395(b)) 
([25], $2.2.2, Satz 8*) it follows that F n G == H is a free factor of G. 
I will now show that a different sort of countability condition will suffice. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let G be u free group and II a subgroup of G. Sup- 
pose G is generated by II v  S where S is a countable subset of G. If 
res : Hl(G, M) --f Hl(H, M) is subjective for all RG-modules M, then H is a 
free factor of G. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.6, J = RGIH is a direct summand of Ic = J a> C. 
Since H u S generates G, IG is generated as a left ideal by the elements h --- I, 
h E H and s - 1, s E S. Now all 12 - 1 E J. Therefore 1,/J is generated by 
the images of the s - 1, s E S, so C ‘k 1,/J is countably generated, say by 
Cl , c2 ,.... Each ci can be expressed in terms of a finite number of elements 
of G. This gives us a countable subset X0 of G. Let K, = (X0;> be the 
subgroup of G generated by X, . Then c1 , cz ,... E RK,, . Let C, be the left 
ideal of RKo generated by cl, cz ,.... Then C =-- RG . CO. We now apply a 
saturation procedure as in [16]. \Ve define a sequence of countable subgroups 
K. C Kl C . . . of G and a sequence of countable subgroups Ho C HI C . . . of H. 
We have just defined K, . Set HO = { I ). Suppose Ki and Hi have been defined 
for i .< n. Now IK, is generated as an R-module by the elements D -- I, 
5 E K,,, . Since IK, C I, = J @ C = RG . IH 0 RG . Co, we can express 
each D - 1 as an R-linear combination of elements of the form g(h - 1) with 
g~G,h~Handg’cwithg’~G,c~C,.Toexpresseacha-l,cr~I;,,in 
this way requires a countable number of g, g’ E G and h E H. Let Zf,+,,,, be 
generated by H, and all elements h E H which we have just obtained. Let 
Kt,, be generated by the g, g’ E G which we have obtained together with all 
elements of Hntl . The sequences so obtained have the property that H, C- K, 
and I, C RK,+,I, + RKn,,C, . 
Now” let K = $kqz and L = U H,, . Then L C K. Since I, = U JK , 
we have IK C RKI, + RKC,, . This sum is direct since L C H imp&s 
RKI, C J, RKC, C C, and I, = J 3 C. Also L C K so RKI, C I, 
and C,CIKoCI,. Therefore IK = RKIL @ RKC, . By Lemma 4.6, 
Hl(K, iv)+ HI(L, M) is onto for all RK-modules M. Since K is countable 
we can apply Proposition 7.2. ThereforeL is a free factor of K. Let K = L v  P. 
Choose bases U, I/ for L, P. Then CT u II’ is a base for K. Now RKI, is free 
on the elements u - 1, u E C, RKI, is free on the z, - 1, a E V and IK is free 
on all u - 1, ZI - 1. Therefore IK = RKI, G RKI, . But IK = RKI, @ D 
where D = RKC, . Consider the projection p : I, + C with kernel RGI, . 
The restriction of p to IK is the projection of IK on the summand D. Therefore 
p : RKI, m D. Consider the diagram 
RG BRK RKI, 3 RG @jRK D 
1 1 
RGIp p C. 
This commutes since p is an RG-homomorphism. We have just shown that 
the top map I @ p is an isomorphism. By Lemma 4.3 the vertical maps are 
isomorphisms (note that C =z RGD). Therefore p : RGI, - C is an 
isomorphism and so I, := RGIH @‘! RGIp . Let r’ be a base for P and let IV 
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be a base for H. Then RGIp is free on the v  - 1, v  E C; and RGI, is free on 
the w ~ 1, w E W. Therefore I, is free on the elements x - 1, x E V u W 
and C; n W = Q . By Proposition 1.6, G is free on VU W. Since H is free 
on II7 and P is free on V. this shows that G = H * P so His a free factor of G. 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let G be torsion-free with cd, G & 1. By Proposition 3.3, we have 
cd, G < 1 for some prime field K. Th e use of k instead of R makes it a bit 
easier to count elements although it is not really necessary. By section 6, 
all countable subgroups of G are free. I will show that G is free using a very 
useful method introduced by Kaplansky l-161. 
This method has recently been formalized and applied with great success 
to abelian groups by Hill [13], Hill and nlegibben [14], and Griffith [7]. 
We will also use the actual theorem proved by Kaplansky in [16]. Let 1, 
be the augmentation ideal of KG. Since cd, G < 1, 1, is projective as a left 
hG-module ([29], 6.4). By Kaplansky’s theorem [16], I, is a direct sum of 
countably generated modules. 
(27) 
We may clearly assume that G is uncountable. 
By transfinite induction on I G 1, we can assume that Theorem A holds for 
groups of cardinality less than G . 
LEMMA 8. I . If G is uncountable, 1 G i -- 1 S 1, i.e., G and S have the same 
cardinal number. 
Proof. Since k is countable, i I, i = j G 1. Therefore 1 S 1 :< 1 G i. 
Conversely, since each P, is countably generated, I, is generated by N, 1 5’ / 
elements. Each of these elements is a finite linear combination of elements 
D ~ 1, c E G. Therefore 1, is generated by K, 1 S / elements c - 1. By 
Remark 1.7, the corresponding elements o generate G. Therefore 
/ G / 5: N, 1 S /. Since G is uncountable so is 1 S 1 and thus N, I S 1 = 1 S I. 
Now let Q be the least ordinal number with I Q i / G 1. We may assume 
that S consists of all ordinals less than Q. We also index the elements of G 
by these ordinals G =-- {,F~}~- I) . 
LEMMA 8.2. There are subsets S, C S, (Y < Q and subgroups G, C G, 
a < .Q satisfying the following conditions 
(a) If  (Y < p, then S, C So , G,, C GB 
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(b) If X is a limit ordinal, S,, = Uacd S, , and G,, = Uain G, 
Cc) cx E SE,, andg, E Gl 
(4 Xx+, - S, is countable and G,+l is generated by the union of G,, and 
a countable set. 
(4 kG . ba = Lb, PO . 
Proof. Let S, = D and G, = (1). Note (c) is vacuous in this case. 
Suppose S, and GB have been defined for all p < a. If  01 is a limit ordinal, 
define S, and G, by (b). Since Ic = (Ja+ I, 
The other conditions are clear. a 
8’ 
it is clear that (e) holds. 
Suppose now that 01 = p + 1. Let T1 = S, u {/3> and Hi = (GB , go). 
We will define sequences Tl C T2 C . . . and Hr C Ha C . . . and set S, = 61 T, , 
G, = U Hn . Clearly (a), (b), and (c) will be trivially satisfied. We must 
choose the sequences to satisfy (d) and (e). Suppose T, and H, are defined 
such that T, - S, is countable and H, is generated by GL1 and a countable 
set X, . Then IN, is generated by IGB and the elements x - 1 for x E X, . 
Write each x - 1 as Cp,,(x) with p,(x) E P, . For each x E X, , only a finite 
number of pY(x) will be nonzero. Let T,,, be the union of T, and the set of 
all y  such that p,(x) f  0 for some x E X, . Therefore T,+.l - Tli is countable 
and 
kGI.r& JJ P,. 
T  ?,+I 
(28) 
Now flT -s P, is countably generated. Each generator is a finite kG-linear 
combination’of elements h - 1, h E G. In this way we get a countable set of 
elements h E G. Let H,,, be generated by H, and these elements. Then 
LI p, c kGIFL+, T7? (29) 
since we already have us, P, C kGIGB. 
Set S, = (J T, , G, = (J H,, . Then (d) is clear and (e) follows from (28) 
and (29). 
We can now prove Theorem A. It follows from (d) that G, is generated 
by at most N, / 01 / elements. Therefore j G, 1 < 1 G 1 so G, is free by our 
transfinite induction hypothesis. By (e) and (27), KG * I, is a direct summand 
of I,. By Lemma 4.6, res : H1(G, M) ---f H1(Gw , M)” is onto for all kG- 
modules M. By Lemma 4.5, res : H1(GmI1 , N) ---f H1(Ga , N) is onto for all 
KG,+,-modules N. Because of (d) we can apply Theorem 7.3 and conclude 
that G, is a free factor of G,,, . Let G,,, = G,, ‘i: K, . Then K,, is free since 
G n+l is. 
LEMMA 8.3. The map 0 : * A-* + G, defined by the inclusions Ka C G, 
is an isomorphism. 
This clearly implies Theorem A. 
PYOO~. Let a: be least such that G,, $ im 0. Let .z E G, , x $ im 0. If  01 is a 
limit ordinal, .Y E G, for some y  < a and so x E im 8. Therefore 01 == p + 1 
so G, - Gfi v  & but GL , K0 C im 0. Thus 0 is onto. 
If  ker 0 + 1, choose N E ker 0, s f  1 with N E x5,,, G, with the least 
possible in. I f  a is a limit ordinal, then x E *c,,, B G, for some 6 < a. Therefore 
01 = /I + 1. By the choice of 01, 0 is injective on L = sYc6 G,, . Therefore 
0 : *Ys,u KY = L + Kfi + Gi9 +. k; C G is injective. 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
We begin with a general result on subgroups of finite index. This is the 
discrete analogue of a theorem of Tate [24] ([23], I-20). The proof is the same 
as his. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let H be a subgroup of finite index in a group G. Then either 
cd, G -Lo cdR H or cdR G z-- co. 
Proof. Clearly cd, H <; cd, G. Suppose cdR G = n < co. The exact 
cohomology sequence shows that the functor H”(G, -) is right exact. Let M 
be an RG-module with H”(G, M) f  0. By Shapiro’s Lemma ([3], Ch. X, 
Prop. 7.4), H”(H, M) = H”(G, Hom,,(RG, M)). I f  we had an RG- 
epimorphism Hom,,(RG, M)+ M, the right exactness of H”(G, -) 
would give us an epimorphism Hn(H, M) + H”(G, M). Therefore we would 
have H”(H, M) f  0 so cd, H > n =- cdR G. Now there is an epimorphism 
RG BRH M - M by g @ m i--t gm. Therefore our result follows from the 
following well-known lemma. 
LEMMA 9.2. If  H has finite index in G, then for any RH-module M there is 
an RG-isomorphism RG gRX M = Hom,,(RG, M). 
Proof. Let G = u uiH be a coset decomposition. Define a map 
0 : Hom,,(RG, M) - RG BRH M by sending f  to 1 cri @f (a;‘). This is 
bijective. In fact, any f  E Hom,,(RG, M) is determined by the values 
f(o;‘) = mi since G = lJ Ho;‘, and any set of mi can occur. But 
RG ORH M = JJ o’i @ M. Kow 0 is independent of the choice of coset 
representatives because o$ @f((uJz-‘) a&z @ h-lf(ai) =: oi @f (oil). I f  
u E G, then G ~~:- U crplaiH so O(o-f) ~- 2 oi @ of (a;‘) = C oi @f (oi’o) == 
0 C 0-1~~ 3 f  (g- 10~))‘) 00(f). Thus 0 is an RG-homomorphism. 
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It is natural to conjecture that cd H = cd G in Theorem 9.1 provided G 
is torsion free. This would imply that the group G in Theorem B has 
cd G < 1 and so Theorem B would follow from Theorem A. My original 
proof of Theorem B proceeded by proving this conjecture for the case 
cd iZ == 1. It followed closely the proof of Serre [24] except at one point 
where Stallings’ results [29] were used. Ilowevcr, Serre has recently shown 
me a very simple and elegant proof of the general conjecture. \A’e say that a 
group G has no R-torsion if for every finite subgroup K of G, the order n of K 
is a unit in R (more precisely, n . 1 is a unit in R). J\‘ith this definition, 
we now state Serre’s result. 
‘I’HEOREM 9.2. (Serre). Let R be a commutatiz~e ring and let C be a group 
hazing no R-torsio?l. I f  f I  is a subgroup of$nite index in G, then cd, G = cd, H. 
C’learly Theorem B is a consequence of this and Theorem A. 
Since Serre’s proof is unpublished, I will give a brief account of it here. 
At the same time, I would like to express my profound thanks to Serrle for 
showing me this proof. 
By Theorem 9.1, it is sufficient to show that cd, G < ,X if cd, Ii <: co. 
Let P be a finite dimensional prqjective resolution for R over RN. 
Since P and R are projective over R, P splits over R. Therefore 
Q z: g” p ~--- p & ... gjR p is an acyclic resolution of R over R. Let 
n -: [G : II] and define an action of G on Q as follows. Choose coset 
representatives xi so that G = U .r,H. If  g E G, let g-ls( = ,~,,~k;’ m-ith 
h,,s t H and define g(p, ~~2) ~1. @p,) = I-I,. p,, 3 ... 5, Il, P,,~ . This t&tends 
uniquely to an R-automorphism of Q and ii is*easy to see &at wc have defined 
an action of G on Q. This construction is an analogue of Frobcnius’ con- 
struction of induced representations. 
It will now suffice to show that Q is RG-projective since Q will then be a 
finite-dimensional projective resolution of R over RG. To do this we can 
forget the boundary operator on P and regard it as projective RH-module. 
Let P @ P’ = F be a free RH-module. Then 0°F = 0” P ,r, S where X 
is the sum of all Pczl) @ ... @j P@n) with i, =: 0, 1, P(O) = P, P(l) = P’ and 
not all i, = 0. This decomposition is stable under G so f@” P is a direct 
summand of @F as an RG-module. Therefore it will suffice to show that 
T,‘“F is RG-projective. Let (b&== be an RG-base for F. ‘Then (hba)as.r,heH 
is an R-base for F so ,“F has an R-base consisting of all elemrents 
w : h,b,l ($ *** @ h,b,* . This base is clearly permuted by G. If  K, is the 
set of g E G with gw = w, the G-orbit of zu spans a submodule isomorphic to 
R[G/K,,.] and 0’” F is the direct sum of these modules, choosing one :w in 
each orbit. Therefore we need only show each R[G/K,] is RG-projective. 
We first show that K, is finite. Let N be the kernel of the permuta!tion 
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representation of G on the finite set G/H. Then [G : N] < ~0. If  g EN, 
we have R-~x~ = .Y;/z;’ where hi = ~;‘g.v~ so 
unless g : 1. Therefore K,, n A’ = 1 so K,,. is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
the finite group G/N. 
Finally, if K is any finite subgroup of G and m = / K 1, we know that m is 
a unit in R. Define a map R[G/K] + RG by sending the coset gK to the 
clement ~pi CksKgk. Th is is an RG-homomorphism which splits the 
canonical epimorphism RG-+ R[G/R]. Therefore R[G/K] is a direct 
summand of RG and so is projective. 
10. A TOPOLOGICAL REMARK 
The starting point for this investigation was the result of Curtis and Fort [5] 
which states that if X is a l-dimensional separable metric space, then X is 
aspherical and vi(X) is locally free so H,(,Y) = 0 for i ‘> 1. This suggested 
that we might have cd rr(X) << 1 for such a space X. The simplest example 
is the union S of the circles (X - I/n)” + y” = 1 /n2 in the plane. The group 
-rrr(S) was computed by Griffiths [&‘I and shown to be isomorphic to a group 
studied by Higman [II]. Higman constructs a subgroup P of ri(S) which is 
countable but not free. My proof that cd P =: 2 was expanded into Section 6 
of the present paper. By ([4], Th. 2.2), if X is a locally connected one- 
dimensional continuum, then either X is locally l-connected in which case 
ml(X) is free and finitely generated, or else rr(X) contains a subgroup iso- 
morphic to ni(S) so cd rr(X) > 2. I do not know the exact value of cd ni(S). 
Note added in proof. Serre has pointed out to me that I have inad- 
vertantly omitted the signs in the proof of Theorem 9.2. The definition of 
g( pi @ ... @p,J should include a sign ( ~- 1)s where s = C deg( pi) deg( pj), 
the sum being taken over all (i, j) with i <-Y j and vi ,:- vi . The base of 0°F 
is only permuted up to sign by G and wc must define K,. as the subgroup 
of all g E G with gw = + ZL’. The G-orbit of w spans a submodule isomorphic 
to RG BRKw I& where B,,. =-m RZL’ as an RK,.-module. Therefore we need only 
show that E,, is RK,-projective. The epimorphism RK,, --f Rw is split by 
h : Rw + RK,,. with h(w) / & mix t(k) K, the sum being over all 
k E K, with c(k) = +l such that kzc = c(k) ec. 
The construction of the “induced representation” can be generalized to 
any functor of two variables which is coherently commutative and associative 
(S. MACLANE, Categorical Algebra. Bull. Anz. Math. Sot. 71 (1965), 40-106). 
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Using this approach, we can avoid having to compute the exact value of the 
sign involved. 
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